Nine Whips
Violet, 6-5
Loss to B'kly

'City’ Sluggers Slaughter
Weak Upsala Team
10 to 1

By Martin Abramson

Accounting for an achievement—never before recorded in the annals of Lavendar baseball history, C.C.N.Y.'s diamond forces conquered a favored NYU nine, 6-5, for the second time this season, at Lewishohn stadium Friday.

No other City College aggregations were able to tame the Violets twice in a single campaign. The Beavers took the initial contest from the Hall of Violets on April 16, by the identical score.

The Beavers suffered a near-lutdown in play the following afternoon as a result of an inability to put Brooklyn College outfit, dropping 1-4 verdict to the Kingsmen. Like the previous twin bill with NYU, the Beavers' home, Goldstein walked, loading the sacks. Milt Weinzubr took then through with a line and single, and over the not so violent Violets.

Lennie Hudson opened the drive with a base on balls. Al Soupios crashed out a double sending Goldstein to third. Hansen grounded out, but Ace Goldstein walked, loading the sacks. Milt Weinzubr took then through with a line and single, and over the not so violent Violets.

Seek Merger In
Free Text Fight

Coordination of the work of the Free Textbooks Committees of the city colleges—will be sought at a joint meeting of the committees, called for Friday, May 14, at 5 p.m. in room 309, according to Louis Goodman, 39, editor of the Brooklyn Free Textbooks Committee.

Representatives of the student bodies of City, Brooklyn Colleges, Vanderbilt and the Hunter College Bulletin, and Harvey Henderson, 33, editor of the Brooklyn Free Textbooks Committee, will present the subject at a joint meeting, room 221a, not later than Thursday.

Surveys as to the downtown college costs have been completed, and will be presented to the meeting.

Charter Day Assembly Here Marks
90th Anniversary of 'Free Academy'

More than 100 students attended the Charter Day assembly in the auditorium last Thursday. The assembly marked the ninetieth anniversary of the founding of the College.

Induction into the college's honorary societies, and the presentation of academic awards, followed the exercises. Milt Lowenthal, chancellor of New York City College, spoke to the students.

An annual assembly of the students was conducted by the college's honorary societies. The Phi Alpha chapter, the honorary society, elected the new members.

The行使, officers of the Phi Alpha chapter, Louis Goodman, Warren Hirsch, and Julius Ehrlich, Professor of History and Social Science, were elected to the executive committee of the college's honorary society.

Guardes, stationed at almost every door, blocked the way for the students.

Annual Ruses Fall
Assembly Fugitive

By David Wasserman

More than 100 students attended the annual Charter Day Assembly last Thursday, but it was not clear to many of the students who had tried to come out of the windows, down leads, and through the doors.

As the students in the assembly were in the process of coming down, a group of boys were seen to be heading the floor in order to escape compulsory attendance at the Pauline Education Act.

News of the event was reported to the police, and the assembly was dissolved.

Student Council to Rally College
To Kraus Defense in 4S Thursday

The Teachers' Union called an assembly to protest the "coolie" labor policy of the Kraus laboratory.

Klein Case Spurs TUs
Fight Against Mass Dismissals

The Teachers' Union called a rally to protest the Teachers' Union case against the Kraus laboratory.

Student Council repeats its call for the Teachers' Union to take action against the Kraus laboratory.

Sports, Dancing
To Feature Sail

Other athletic events scheduled for the near future include a tennis match against the Brooklyn College, a football game against the New York University, and a baseball game against the City College.

Tickets to Loews' Goes
To Winner of Essay Quiz

Ten guest tickets to neighbor
hood Loew's theatres will be awarded to the students of the nursing science. The winners will be announced in the assembly.

During the assembly, the students will be introduced to the various activities of the school, including sports, dancing, and social events.
**Newberg Awards To Be Announced During the Week**

Dean Morris mentioned, of the College of Agriculture, that Newberg awards for the College's annual scholarship will be announced this week. Each year, Newberg awards are given to students who have excelled in their studies. These awards are a testament to the dedication and hard work of the recipients.

**Student Union Luncheon**

A luncheon is being held at the Student Union this week. The luncheon is a great opportunity for students to socialize and enjoy a meal together. It's a great way to meet new people and catch up with old friends.

**Peerless Press Club Meets**

The Peerless Press Club will meet this week to discuss various topics related to journalism and media. This is a great opportunity for students interested in these fields to learn more and network with others.

**Townsend Harris High School**

Townsend Harris High School is the setting for this week's events. The school has a rich history and a strong academic program, making it a great place to be a student.

**Students Boycott Exercises Uptown**

Students at Townsend Harris High School are planning a boycott of exercises uptown. This action is likely a response to some form of injustice or unfair treatment. It's important for students to have a voice and to stand up for what they believe in.

**Announcements**

Several announcements are being made this week. These range from important updates to upcoming events and activities. Stay tuned for more information.

**Fast Smoker in Baseball Tilt**

The Fast Smoker is competing in the baseball tilt this week. This is a exciting event for fans of the sport. It's a great opportunity to see some of the best players at their peak.

**Sophomores Set '40 Trouncers '38**

The Sophomores have set the '40 Trouncers '38 in their upcoming game. This is a great opportunity for them to show off their skills and test their limits. It's a exciting game to watch.

**Beavers Down N.Y.U. Behind Morris**

The Beavers have defeated N.Y.U. Behind Captain Morris, they have proven their strength and determination. This is a great win for the team and a source of pride for all of us.

**Winning '40 Trouncers, Trouncers '38**

The Winning '40 Trouncers have defeated Trouncers '38. This is a great achievement and a testament to their hard work and dedication. It's a exciting moment for the team and a great source of pride.

**Shrinking Violets Fall Before Southpaw**

Shrinking Violets have fallen before Southpaw. This is a disappointing result for them, but it's a great opportunity to learn and grow. It's a exciting game to watch.
**Professor Davis, Academic Liberty And Elihu Yale**

By Herman Singer

"Pacts", it has been said, are stubborn things. "And, if it follows, the Yale Corporation will have to prove the American Federation of Teacher's charge that the the law and the Constitution, be responsible for the dismissal of Dr. Jerome Davis from the Yale Divinity School. AYU was made after presentation of a wealth of documentary evidence in a pamphlet issued last week.

According to the findings of the investigating committee, "Capitalism and its Culture" was the impetus which led to the dismissal of Dr. Davis. His removal, the committee says, "reveals a clear case of the violation of academic freedom. He is being dropped because of his views, (and his researches into the nature of the present social order).

The pamphlet is documented and presented in a legal and scholarly manner. Mr. Armstrong, of the Commerce Department, was a member of the committee which prepared the report. Other members include W. J. Anderson, R. L. Lowry, Charles J. Goodhue, J. L. Stewart, Small and A. E. Gruber.

**H O U S E  P L A N S**

- **Tradits and Portraits**
  - **Continued from Last Week**
  - Mr. Wheeler was of medium height. His face, with its white, oval beard, had a certain dignity and quietness about it that instantly impressed one. He never hesitated to fight for what he thought was right, but always with such tactful and consideration for the feelings of others. He could hardly keep from acquiring the habit of thinking and planning and doing things. Notable instances of this were his academic freedom, his labor activities, and his defense of the Constitution.

In both cases, despite the best American tradition of public spirit, the move has been deemed a danger to the university. When he was well along in the eighties, he continued to exhibit the same youthful optimism and idealism as in his student days. In both cases, he was well along in life's journey, and the feeling that the friendship of his most ardent proponents..."